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NHK has drawn up a corporate plan (FY2018–2020) to deliver the highest standards of broadcasting and 

broadcast-related services by 2020 and to evolve into a “public service media”. In the corporate plan, we 

focus on building “public value” by delivering accurate and timely news and high-quality diverse programs 

to as many people as possible via broadcasting as the core media along with the internet. NHK Science & 

Technology Research Laboratories (STRL) aims to play a leading role in the research and development (R&D) of 

cutting-edge broadcast technologies and services for the sustainable development of broadcast beyond 2020.

Reality Imaging
STRL has been engaged in the R&D of Super Hi-Vision (SHV) for more than 20 years. It is scheduled to launch a 

satellite broadcasting of 4K/8K SHV in December 2018, aiming for the widespread SHV viewing in 2020. STRL 

continues to conduct R&D on “reality imaging” technologies to deliver video and audio with much higher 

sense of presence and reality including SHV sheet-type displays, production systems for full-featured 8K of 

the highest-level format, next-generation terrestrial broadcasting systems, augmented reality (AR), virtual 

reality (VR), and three-dimensional (3D) television.

Connected Media
We will enhance the usability of broadcasting and the related services by utilizing the widespread internet 

technologies. STRL will proceed with R&D on “connected media”, in which Internet of Things (IoT) devices, 

such as electric appliances, and external network services function in combination with television broadcasts 

through smartphones to make broadcasting fit more seamlessly into modern lifestyles. We will also conduct 

R&D to create more flexible and efficient broadcast systems including production systems using Internet 

Protocol (IP) networks.

Smart Production
We wil l  conduct R&D on “Smar t  production,”  which is 

technologies that uti l ize ar tif icial  intell igence (AI)  to 

quickly and accurately acquire and analyze a wide range 

of information from across the world and to deliver the 

valuable information to viewers in a timely manner. Also, 

we will work on R&D to expand universal services so that 

we can convey information to all viewers, including people 

with impairments and foreigners, in an easy-to-understand 

manner, fully applying video, audio, and language analysis 

technologies.

We have formulated a three-year R&D plan for the years 

from FY2018 to 2020 based primarily on the above three 

R&D themes.

In drawing up NHK STRL 3-Year R&D Plan
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Overview of 3-Year R&D Plan
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Reality Imaging

Spatial imaging
- Integral 3D television
- Holography
- AR/VR

8K Super Hi-Vision
- Program production technology
- Coding, multiplexing, 
 and transmission technology
- Large-screen reproduction 
 technology for home 
 and public use

Connected Media

Internet service technology
- Video service technology
- Technology for bridging 
 TV experiences and life activities
 with IoT
- Security technology

IP-based program production
- IP studios

Smart Production

Intelligent program production
- AI-driven video, audio, 
 and language analysis
- New video expression technology

Universal service
- Sign-language CG
- Audio descriptions
- Haptic presentation technology

Creation for 2020 and beyond

NHK STRL will celebrate its 90th anniversary in 2020. Over the years, it has been contributing to the progress 

and development of a variety of broadcast technologies, including high-definition television (HDTV ), 

satellite broadcasting, and SHV. For the three years from FY2018 to 2020, we will conduct R&D to create new 

broadcast technologies and services under the three main themes of “reality imaging,” “connected media,” and 

“smart production,” looking toward 2030 to 2040.
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As 3D television will be becoming practical around 2030–2040, we expect that in addition to smartphones 

and tablets, AR/VR devices, haptic devices, and other devices will be widespread among viewers and that the 

ways in which they engage with programs and content will be even more diverse than they are now.

STRL’s research will aim to realize a “diverse vision,” which is a new concept in broadcasting and the related 

services that will allow anyone to view and experience a variety of content using their favorite devices 

regardless of time or place. Thus, we envision the following future broadcast technologies, from program 

production to content viewing.

Novel program production technologies
To enable diverse forms of expression for program producers and different ways to enjoy content for 

viewers, a variety of information on each subject will be used for program production. To that end, “meta-studio” 

technologies will be used, in which video/audio is not merely shot/recorded, but in which detailed information 

on the subject’s shape in three dimensions, its texture, touch, and resonance of voice and sound are acquired. 

New video processing technologies using visual effects (VFX) and super-resolution technology will be 

exploited. In addition, AI technology will be proactively introduced to simplify the production of high-quality 

content. Important scenes will be automatically extracted and edited via video/audio analysis. AI will also be 

utilized to generate metadata such as closed captioning and production data and to produce programs using 

accumulated know-how and previously gathered material.

技研が想定する2030～2040年頃の放送技術Broadcast technology envisioned by STRL for 2030–2040
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Broadcast technology envisioned by STRL for 2030–2040

Diversifying viewing style
The “diverse vision” involves broadcasting in a unified format that does not depend on the content type 

or the display/playback device so that anyone can view and experience programs with SHV, 3D television,       

AR/VR and the like. Since the same content can be adapted to be played on devices with different 

specifications and in different viewing environment, the viewers do not need to be aware of their viewing 

styles to enjoy the content. For example, a viewer in his or her living room at home, enjoying a full-featured 

8K SHV with a large sheet-type display, can at the same time watch a scene of special interest from various 

angles on a table-type or portable 3D television. Furthermore, if the viewer wears a head-mounted display or 

a device that reproduces haptic senses, the viewer can watch the same content from either a performer’s or 

the audience’s perspective, or feel the shape and hardness of an object.

As the internet and mobile communication networks become further widespread in addition to the 

advancements in terrestrial, satellite, and cable broadcasting, viewers may enjoy this “diverse vision” 

regardless of their location, whether they are outdoors, in automatic self-driving cars, or at public viewing 

venues. A rich variety of broadcasts and the related services will be delivered by facilitating connections 

between broadcasting and IoT-enabled devices, robots, and internet services provided by various enterprises 

and by expanding universal services such as audio descriptions and multilingual information services.
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Spatial imaging
We will  pursue groundbreaking basic technologies to realize “spatial  imaging” that will  create an 

unprecedentedly realistic viewing experience in 3D space, far exceeding that of two-dimensional (2D) 

television. In the next three years, we will promote research on integral and holographic 3D television 

systems that enable the projection of natural 3D images to the viewer without the need for special glasses 

and will aim to build a practical system by around 2030. We will also explore new image expression 

technologies using AR and VR.

● Develop shooting/display technologies and video coding technologies for high-resolution 3D imaging, and

elemental technologies for portable 3D display devices.

● Evaluate and analyze the effects of 3D images and clarify the system requirements and content features suitable

for various viewing environments.

● Study the elemental technologies of ultrahigh-pixel-count image sensors and high-density spatial light modulators

to achieve high-quality 3D images.

● Study new media for AR/VR technologies to provide new viewing experiences.

8K Super Hi-Vision
To deliver the diverse moments of life as realistic viewing experiences through 8K SHV broadcasting, 

which is capable of expressing ultimate 2D images and 3D sound, we will conduct R&D of equipment and 

technologies on the following three aspects: “creation” of content at a production site, “delivery” of the 

content, and the “viewing and listening” in the home.

3-Year R&D Theme I

Reality Imaging

Basic technology

3D shooting technology High-resolution
3D TV

AR/VR image expression

Portable 3D
display device

Ultrahigh-pixel-count
image sensor

High-density spatial
light modulator

Evaluation/analysis of
content suitable for 3D images

3D display technology

Materials/devices Human science

New experience space 
achieved by “spatial imaging”

System technology

Coding
technology

Light Light

Di�ractedlight

 -Realization of experience space beyond "high sense of presence and reality"-
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Reality Imaging

Creation Delivery Viewing and listening

Wireless SHV camera

3D audio
production Full-featured SHV

video production
Mobile contribution

link SHV recording device

File-based system
Station-to-station

optical transmission
system

Compact full-featured
SHV camera SHV satellite

broadcasting

SHV sheet-type display

3D sound reproduction

Network delivery
MMT transmission technology

SHV terrestrial broadcasting system
Video and audio coding technology

SHV cable TV
transmission

Full-featured SHV
projector

Creation
● Develop a system that is capable of video signal switching, video processing, inter-equipment transmission, and

signal monitoring to achieve the production of full-featured 8K images, which is the highest video format for SHV.

● Develop a full-featured 8K camera, 3D audio production system, a wireless SHV camera, and SHV mobile

contribution links required for the production of high-quality SHV programs.

● Study recording formats and file-based systems that can efficiently transfer and edit SHV video footage and

develop station-to-station optical transmission systems to share the video materials between broadcast stations.

● Perform research on ultra-sensitive imaging devices and high-speed recording devices that enable diverse SHV

video production.

Delivery
● Increase the capacity of 12-GHz-band satellite broadcasting systems and develop 21-GHz-band satellite

broadcasting systems to efficiently deliver SHV content to the home.

● Develop a next-generation video coding system and transmission system for efficient delivery of SHV to the home

aiming for achieving terrestrial broadcasting of SHV.

● Research 8K cable TV transmission technologies within apartment buildings and FTTH transmission technologies

with a view to enable network delivery, aiming for SHV delivery to the home on various transmission platforms.

Viewing and listening
● To provide realistic viewing experiences, develop a large-sized flexible display of organic light-emitting diode

(OLED) that produces high sense of reality on a large screen at home and 3D sound systems to reproduce the

sound sources in any directions, and make further improvements in the performance of full-featured 8K projectors.
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We will proceed with R&D on technologies that enable programs to be easily viewed on mobile devices via 

the internet, technologies that link program viewing with life activities to provide convenient services in daily 

life, and efficient program production technologies using IP networks.

Internet service technology
● Develop technologies that allow users to view programs using either broadcasting or broadband with either a

television or smartphone and develop viewing players and transmission technologies to play videos quickly and

easily.

● Develop technologies that enable flexible connections of televisions with smartphones and IoT-enabled devices

such as home appliances and robots, and technologies that link broadcast services with various internet services,

by expanding the companion screen architecture of Hybridcast system.

● Develop technologies that enable to provide new user experiences in which a television and everyday activities are

connected by linking viewer's program viewing data and program related data with internet services offered by

broadcasters and other providers.

● Develop security technologies for privacy protection that can ensure the safe and secure use of personal data such

as viewing history in order to achieve services tailored to individual needs.

Program production using IP networks
● Conduct R&D on technologies to transmit program material such as video/audio from outside broadcast venues to

broadcast stations, and within or between the broadcast stations using IP networks.

● Conduct R&D on remote program production technologies, for example, to control the cameras in Osaka from

a studio in Tokyo, and technologies necessary for IP-based program production systems.

3-Year R&D Theme II

Connected Media -Enhance user experience with internet technology-
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We will conduct R&D on technologies utilizing AI to quickly and accurately acquire and analyze a wide range 

of information so as to support program production and universal service technologies, enabling us to 

provide information to all viewers, including people with impairments and foreigners. In the next three years, 

we will achieve efficient program production by introducing the results of our research to the production 

sites and work on demonstrating the technologies that enable to provide information to every user using the 

most optimal means.

Intelligent program production
●● Conduct R&D on technologies that support program production by analyzing information on programs within 

broadcast stations and sources of big data, such as social media. 

●● Perform research on recognition technologies for use in various situations, such as image recognition technologies 

for metadata tagging on video materials, and speech recognition technologies for transcription of interviews.

●● Perform research on sensing technologies for subjects being shot and the surroundings and new image expression 

technologies to achieve delivery of the movement and state of the subjects in live sports broadcasting in an easy-

to-understand manner. 

Universal service
●● Conduct R&D on automatic audio descriptions using synthesized speech to describe the progress of live sports 

events, and conduct R&D on technologies to convey characteristic move of subjects in a competition to achieve a 

new service that anyone can enjoy, including visually impaired people.

●● Develop automatic computer generation of sign language CG to help hearing-impaired viewers interpret game-

related data of sports events so that they can enjoy sports programs.

Universal service

Incident and accident
extraction

Social
big data

Metadata
generation

Speech transcription
New image expression
by real-space sensing

Closed captioning and
sign language CG

Sports-related data

Audio
description

Haptic
presentation

Bilingual corpus

Foreign
language

External
data

Scenario note and
program structure table

Automatic news
script generation

Text analysis Image and sound analysis
Intelligent program

production

管理栄養士になるには栄養
士免許を取得したのちに管
理栄養士国家試験を受験し
合 格 す る 必 要 が あ り ま す。 
栄養士の免許を取得するに
は 国 が 出 展 し た 栄 養 士

山田が打ちました。

XX line has 
stopped due

to an accident

It seems that
a �re has occurred

in xx-town

3-Year R&D Theme III

Smart Production -Conveying accurate information promptly to everyone-
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Measures for promotion of 3-Year R&D Plan

Promotion of R&D and external collaboration

Promotion of R&D
●● Proactively disseminate advanced research results both domestically and internationally via research presentations 

at academic conferences and technology exhibitions at relevant events.
●● Promote our collaboration with production sites toward achieving practical use of research results.
●● Strive to create research themes that are expected to achieve significant and revolutionary results and develop 

human resources capable of demonstrating advanced expertise.

Promotion of external collaboration
●● Part ic ipate  in  domest ic  and internat ional  s tandardizat ion organizat ions ,  such as  the Internat ional 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the Association of Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB), and contribute to 

the formulation and revision of recommendations and standards.
●● Promote strategic cooperation that produces synergistic effects with external institutions such as through 

collaborative research and dispatching of researchers.

Activities related to intellectual property

Ensuring rights acquisition for R&D results
●● Revitalize inventive creation, promote patent applications, and secure rights of inventions resulting from the 

course of R&D.
●● Work on securement of standard essential patents for realizing products and services conforming to standards in 

conjunction with standardization activities.

Promotion of social return of R&D results
●● Return the results of R&D to society through technical cooperation and licensing.
●● Effectively deploy public promotion of NHK technologies.
●● Contribute to the dissemination of standardized technologies using patent pools so that many companies can use 

standard essential patents.

Strengthening of ties with viewers and of responses to management issues

Publication of research results, enhanced interaction with viewers
●● Introduce our research results in NHK STRL Open House, in bulletins, on our web site, and on social media to inform 

viewers about the efforts of STRL in an easy-to-understand manner.
●● Actively strengthen public relations through activities such as exhibitions at the entrance hall of STRL building and 

events at the STRL auditorium and gallery, to increase ties with the local community.

Promotion of work style reform
●● Promote work reform, achieve diverse work styles, and promote work-style reform that will lead to new R&D.

Environmental management and compliance
●● All organizations using the STRL building are integrated and will promote environmental management by 

engaging in energy saving and recycling activities such as reducing the usage of electricity and gas, meeting CO2 

emission standards, and reusing business waste, including paper.
●● As a research institute of a public broadcaster, we will manage research progress, enforce proper accounting 

practices, and aim for further thorough compliance.
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